Extensive Gene Traffic on the Mammalian X Chromosome
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Mammalian sex chromosomes have undergone profound changes since evolving from ancestral autosomes. By examining retroposed genes in the human and mouse genomes, we demonstrate that, during evolution, the mammalian X chromosome has generated and recruited a disproportionately high number of functional retroposed genes, whereas the autosomes experienced lower gene turnover. Most autosomal copies originating from X-linked genes exhibited testis-biased expression. Such expression is incompatible with mutational bias and is likely driven by natural selection to attain male germline function. However, the excess recruitment is consistent with a combination of both natural selection and mutational bias.

The mammalian X and Y chromosomes changed profoundly in their differentiation from ancestral autosomes (I–3). Throughout this process, the selective placement of new genes can be driven by gene duplication (I, 4). The Y chromosome has been shown to recruit male-specific genes (I, 2), whereas a few individual X-linked genes have male-specific duplicate counterparts on autosomes (4). Furthermore, some male-specific genes appear to be enriched on the X chromosome (5, 6). However, analysis of human genome project data indicated that no pattern exists for gene movements involving the X chromosome in humans (7). To elucidate gene movements in the human and mouse genomes, we analyzed duplicate genes produced by retroposition, whereby a mature messenger RNA (mRNA) is reverse-transcribed and re-integrated into the genome (8).

Retroposition is an important mechanism of gene copying (9) and produces a large number of functional genes in mammalian genomes. It accounts for approximately 10,000 duplication events in the human genome (10), of which approximately 10% are functional (11). The direction of copying can be inferred from sequence features of each member of the duplicate pair (12): the processed retrocopy is intronless, whereas its parental gene usually contains introns (13). Retrocopies that recently integrated into the genome may also display a 3′ polyadenylate [poly(A)] tract and flanking direct repeats. We screened annotated genes in the human genome (7, 14, 15) for functional retropositions (16), identifying 655 retroposition events, of which 366 involved interchromosomal movements. Furthermore, with the use of stringent functionality criteria based on both selective constraint, a nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rate ratio (Ks/Ka) less
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R E P O R T S
than 0.5, and expression evidence (16), we identified 94 functional retroposed pairs where the retrogenes do not share chromosome linkage with their parental copy (tables S1 and S2). We also applied our screening process to the mouse genome (15–17) and identified 105 pairs. This screen provides a conservative sample of functional duplications for a rigorous analysis of gene movements among chromosomes. To study neutral patterns of gene movements, we also generated a data set of 1859 human nonfunctional retropseudogenes and their corresponding parental genes in a separate genome-wide screen (16).

Analysis of chromosomal locations of parental genes reveals that the human X chromosome, in comparison to the autosomes, harbors a substantial excess of genes that generate new retrocopies. The X chromosome is the only outlier in the genome (Fig. 1A; table S3), a pattern that is also reflected in mouse (Fig. 1C; table S4). Previous work in humans (18) reported a random insertion pattern of processed pseudogenes generated from retroposition. We thus assume that (i) chromosomes generate a number of retrogenes proportional to the number of genes on that chromosome and (ii) chromosomes accept retroposed copies in proportion to the size of the chromosome and, thereby, we were able to calculate the expected number of retrocopies that each chromosome generates (16). On the basis of these expectations, we found that the human X chromosome has generated a 299% excess of retrogenes, and we conducted a Monte Carlo sampling test, showing that this excess is significant ($P < 0.00012$, Table 1). Similarly, in the mouse genome, the X chromosome has generated a 309% excess ($P < 0.00011$) relative to the autosomes.

This nonrandom excess of parental genes on the X chromosome may be explained in two ways: (i) a mechanistic bias, such as either an insertion/deletion bias or an excess expression of X-linked genes in gonads, or (ii) natural selection, which selects for preservation of genes copied to the autosomes. A genome-wide analysis of both expressed sequence tag (EST) tissue expression (15,666 Unigene clusters) as well as gonad microarray data (10,857 Affymetrix probes) provides evidence against the first hypothesis. For both data sets, neither testis nor ovary shows a level of X expression that significantly exceeds that of the autosomes (fig. S1). If a mechanistic bias explains the pattern, then

Table 1. Multinomial Monte Carlo resampling test of the difference between observation and the expected frequencies. X→ and →X refer to the predictions and observations for genes leaving and entering the X, respectively; A→ and →A predictions and observations for genes leaving and entering an autosome, respectively. The $P$ values were calculated from Monte Carlo simulations (16) by analyzing the movements involving both autosomes and the X chromosome. Excess = (Observed − Expected)/Expected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction of retroposition</th>
<th>Expected</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Excess (%)</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X→</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>0.00012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A→</td>
<td>90.24</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→X</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.00244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→A</td>
<td>90.39</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>−10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X→</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A→</td>
<td>100.84</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>−13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→X</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>→A</td>
<td>100.38</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>−11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Regressions for the parental genes of retrogenes in (A) human and (C) mouse and for the parental genes of retropseudogenes (B) in human. Regressions for the size of a chromosome in (D) human and (F) mouse and for the retropseudogenes (E) in human. In the plots, X is shown as 75% of its size as predicted by the model (15), although allowing X to assume 100% of its size does not change the results. Probabilities for the hypothesis that the chromosome with the highest observed/expected ratio [where the expected number is calculated as in (16)] is an outlier are calculated using Grubbs and Dixon outlier tests (16). For every distribution except (B), the X has the largest ratio and is an outlier with $P < 0.005$ and $P < 0.01$ for the Grubbs and Dixon tests, respectively; (B) shows no such outliers.
retropseudogenes should show the same pattern as functional genes. When we examine the distribution of the 1,859 retropseudogenes, we see no excess of X-linked parental genes (Fig. 1B; P > 0.1, table S3), suggesting that some force other than a mutational bias determines the fate of functional retrogenes.

Indeed, both empirical and statistical lines of evidence support the hypothesis of natural selection on gene location. What selective pressures explain this export of functional retrogenes? One model of sexual antagonism (19) predicts that gene copies that benefit males at a cost to females would be more likely found on the autosomes than on the X chromosome. A favorable gene that has an effect on the fitness of heterozygous carriers and benefits males at the expense of reducing female fitness is more likely to spread if it is autosomal rather than X-linked, because an X-linked gene spends two-thirds of its time in females compared with one-half for an autosomal gene and thus the X chromosome becomes “demasculinized.” Another explanation is that the condensation of the X chromosome during male meiosis silences many X-linked genes (20). Such precocious inactivation of the X chromosome would create two different genomic environments in which autosomal genes may carry out male functions more effectively than if they were X-linked. This inactivation process may drive the X chromosome to export functional retroposed gene copies. Both selective models predict that the X-derived autosomal retrogenes that develop beneficial male expression to enhance functions during male meiosis would be more likely to survive and spread on autosomes. Thus, selection will cause biased fixation or preservation of retrogenes created by X-to-autosome retroposition over evolutionary time scales, although retroposition events happen randomly, as we have shown (Fig. 1B).

To analyze expression patterns of human retrogenes, we performed similarity searches of retrogene sequences against all available ESTs from the Unigene database (16). Of the 15 previously identified X-derived retrogenes in humans, 3 are known genes that developed male germline function after leaving the X: Pgk-2, Pdha2, and hnRNP (4, 21, 22). We identified four more genes with male-specific function: a transketolase, a subunit of a transcription factor, a ras-related protein, and a ribose phosphate pyrophosphokinase (23). Two of the mouse retrogenes have also been characterized as male-germline genes that originate on the X chromosome, including Pdha2 and Cst-64-like genes (24). Other retrogenes that fit this pattern from the literature are reported in supporting online material (table S5). Furthermore, in genes with expression data available, ~77% (10/13) of the autosomal retrogenes originating from the X chromosome have testis expression, whereas only ~44% (20/45) of the other autosomal retrogenes have testis expression, a significant difference (P < 0.05). Thus, the number of retrogenes exported from the X chromosome is incompatible with mutational bias, revealing the force of selection for these male-germline genes. Autosomes are also the preferred location for many Drosophila and C. elegans male-specific genes (9, 25–27).

A previous study noted an abundance of X-linked genes expressed in spermatogenesis in mouse (10/25 genes specific to mitosis map to the X) (6). However, a contrasting pattern is found for later stages of spermatogenesis. For meiotic and postmeiotic expression (28), there are few X-linked genes (1/27 and 2/78, respectively) (table S6). Thus, for genes expressed during X inactivation and in haploid cells, there is a dearth of X-linked genes.

As with retrogene origination, the X chromosome is the only outlier (tables S3 and S4) in the genome with respect to recruitment, accepting an excess of functional copies from autosomes (Table 1, P = 0.00244, Fig. 1D). This result is in contrast to data from the Drosophila genome (9), but data from mouse corroborate the human pattern (Table 1, P = 0.00015, Fig. 1F). We applied the model of random retrogene insertion to predict how many genes a chromosome is expected to accept, confirming that the mammalian X chromosome recruits a significant excess of functional retrogenes (Table 1). Two hypotheses may explain the biased X recruitment: (i) a mechanistic bias, a disparity in the molecular mechanisms of either maintaining or accepting retrogenes, or (ii) natural selection favoring the fixation and maintenance of retrogenes.

The mechanistic hypothesis may account for part of the pattern. For example, if recombination occurs less frequently on the X chromosome, as is observed in humans (29, 30), deleterious chromosome rearrangements caused by ectopic exchanges between duplicate genes would be less common than on autosomes (31). Another possibility is that an insertional bias exists on the X chromosome.

To test the insertion/deletion bias hypothesis of X-retrogene recruitment, we examined human retropseudogene distribution. Notably, the X chromosome is an outlier for the regression in this direction of movement (Fig. 1E; table S3). The number of retropseudogenes entering the X chromosome is nearly twice that predicted by both the random model and the regression results. A similar bias has been observed in repetitive retroelements (32, 33), as predicted if these elements exploit the same machinery as duplication via retroposition. Consistently, an upper limit for this bias is observed with LINE1 elements, which show a ~100% excess of total insertion lengths on the X chromosome in humans (32, 33). This excess suggests that a bias in extra insertions or fewer deletions of both functional and inactivated retroposed genes exists for the X chromosome and accounts for part of the observed pattern. However, a Fisher’s exact test of the 2 × 2 contingency table comparing the number of X-linked versus autosomal retropseudogenes to the X-linked versus autosomal functional retrogenes shows that the functional genes disproportionately enter the X chromosome compared with nonfunctional genes (P < 0.05, table S9), suggesting that the mechanistic bias is not only reason for the recruitment excess.

Such a bias may also result from selection on recessive advantageous retropositions to the X chromosome that are beneficial when hemizygous in males (34); i.e., a distinct selective sieve will operate for the genes generated in this direction. In contrast, the selective sieve would favor the insertion to autosomes with at least partially dominant effects, consistent with the aforementioned observation of X-to-autosome retroposition. Of these X-linked retrogenes, we detect female expression for only ~14% (1/7) for which expression data are available, whereas in the autosomal genes, ~71% (32/45) are expressed in female tissues (P < 0.01). This paucity of female expression suggests that retrogenes entering the X chromosome tend to avoid female expression, possibly decreasing disadvantageous effects on females and thus facilitating the spread of such insertions on the chromosome.

**Fig. 2.** Cytologic location of the parental genes (orange) and retrogenes (green) in the X chromosome of human and mouse. Pseudautosomal regions (PAR1 and PAR2 in human and PAR in mouse) are indicated (2). Nodal of the genes maps to these small regions known to have been acquired from autosomes by translocation in the recent past. The approximate age of the duplication events involving autosome-to-X retroposition (A→X, green) and X-to-autosome retroposition (X→A, orange) is indicated in a schematic phylogeny.
The presence of these two patterns in both humans and mouse suggests their importance in the evolution of mammalian X chromosomes. Our sample of functional retroposed genes in the mammalian genomes is likely at least an order of magnitude smaller than the actual number (10, 11). Notably, our analyses exclude retrocopies maintaining introns, such as partially processed retrogenes (35) or chimeric genes (36), which would implicate even more genes. Finally, other mechanisms of interchromosomal gene movement are also likely influenced by the aforementioned selective forces. Thus, we expect many more genes to be subject to the gene traffic described herein.

To elucidate the age of retrogene movements, we dated the human duplications involving X-linked parents or retrogenes both by sequence divergence analysis (16). Most copies that escape X linkage (12/15) as well as most copies that obtain X linkage (10/13) originated before the human-mouse split (Fig. 2, tables S7 and S8). Duplicates in the mouse genome show the same pattern, consistent with this notion. Thus, both patterns result from ancient evolutionary forces common to eutherian mammals. However, this process appears to be an ongoing characteristic of eutherian X evolution, because 6/33 retropositions have occurred subsequent to the human-mouse split in the human lineage, 6/33 retropositions have occurred within the past ~80 million years in the mouse lineage, and some of these retroduplicates have high sequence similarity (>95%) at synonymous sites. This chromosome-biased gene origination appears to be an important process actively driving the differentiation of X chromosome in mammals and suggests that this differentiation is still in progress.
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To initiate studies on how protein–protein interaction (or ‘interactome’) networks relate to multicellular functions, we have mapped a large fraction of the Caenorhabditis elegans interactome network. Starting with a subset of metazoan-specific proteins, more than 4000 interactions were identified from high-throughput, yeast two-hybrid (HT-Y2H) screens. Independent co-affinity purification assays experimentally validated the overall quality of this Y2H data set. Together with already described Y2H interactions and interologs predicted in silico, the current version of the Worm Interactome (WIS) map contains ~5500 interactions. Topological and biological features of this interactome network, as well as its integration with phenome and transcriptome data sets, lead to numerous biological hypotheses.

To further understand biological processes, it is important to consider protein functions in the context of complex molecular networks. The study of such networks requires the availability of proteome-wide protein-protein interaction, or ‘interactome,’ maps. The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has been used to develop a eukaryotic unicellular interactome map (1–6). Caenorhabditis elegans is an ideal model for studying how protein networks relate to multicellularity. Here we investigate its interactome network with HT-Y2H.

As Y2H baits, we selected a set of 3024 worm predicted proteins that relate directly or indirectly to multicellular functions (7). Gateway-cloned open reading frames (ORFs) were available in the C. elegans ORFeome 1.1 (8) for 1978 of these selected proteins. Of these, 81 autoactivated the Y2H GAL1::HIS3 reporter gene as Gal4 DNA binding domain fusions (DBX-1), and 24 others conferred toxicity to yeast cells. The remaining 1873 baits were screened against two different Gal4 activation domain libraries (AD-wrncDNA and